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‘I try to reintroduce the time factor into environ-
ments or objects that were conceived to be static. 
This is because I can’t help thinking that an absence 
of  elements able to give back sense to the evolution 
of  things, and therefore to their history, is a loss.’

Simon Heijdens’s resistance to categorization makes 
it seem all the more pertinent to try to determine 
where he fits in. He purports to dislike being defined 
as an interaction designer, preferring the term 
‘ambient designer’, even though his digital light 
projections often interact with their viewers and 
environments. Arguably Heijdens’s training classifies 
him as a product designer: he graduated from 
product and media design at Design Academy 
Eindhoven in 2002. But he also studied experimen-
tal film-making at UdK Berlin (Universität der 
Künste / University of  the Arts). His modus 
operandi is often the moving image: does that make 
him a film-maker or animator? But is he actually a 
digital artist or a ‘gallery designer’ working in the 
realm of  ‘design art’ because he uses cutting-edge 
digital technology to create site-specific installations? 
Do these distinctions help or confuse us?
The best definition of  Heijdens’s work may be that 
it is digital, space- specific, performance-based and 
uses time as a medium, but this could equally be 
said of  various projects by Troika, Moritz Walde-
meyer and rAndom International. Heijdens special-
izes in using computer software to create immersive 
experiences, and these are often situated in com-
mercial galleries, art fairs, design festivals and 
museums. Since the public, commercial and institu-
tional interest in emerging design practices, includ-
ing digital experiments, has gained momentum in 
recent years it is possible for practitioners like 
Heijdens to thrive on this international circuit.
Heijdens was born in Breda in the Netherlands in 
1978, and moved to London in 2005. Unlike many 
other designers discussed here, he did not study at 
the Royal College of  Art, but has tutored there. His 
reasons for coming to London are familiar: ‘I came 
here in 2005 as it’s a very different and interesting 

city to live and work in. It’s becoming a central 
point in the world where things pass through and 
the input is fantastic. There’s amazing exhibitions 
and so much to see, but at the same time it’s 
exhausting to do all these things.’2 To Heijdens 
London seems both specifically itself  but also 
connects everywhere, and is at once stimulating and 
enervating. I am reminded of  Marc Augé’s ‘non-
places’ like international airports that are both 
self-evidently located, and appear to be bland, 
placeless and identical.
Specificity of  site re-occurs in Heijdens’s work in 
peculiar and contradictory ways. His ambition is to 
re-introduce nature into the synthetic man-made 
modern world and for light projection works such as 
‘Tree’ and ‘Lightweeds’ (fig.61), both conceived in 
2005, he wrote digital code to generate simulations 
of  flora (trees, weeds) that appear to ‘grow’ accord-
ing to the random influences of  their environments. 
Because the plant forms are entirely generated by 
data that is moderated by apparently unpredictable 
forces, Heijdens does not think of  these as anima-
tions so much as evolutions.
The trees are projected eight metres high on to 
buildings and sensors record environmental data 
that Heijdens translates into appropriate motion for 
the simulated tree: on windy days, for example, his 
trees appear to thrash in the wind. In this sense they 
are specific to their sites, but Heijdens has projected 
ostensibly identical digital trees (clones arising from 
identical original data) with remarkably similar 
results, in cities across Europe, Asia and North 
America, seemingly contradicting their site specific-
ity. Further sensors translate loud noises, or the 
motion of  passers-by, into digital commands for the 
tree to shed its digital leaves. These stimulations are 
not analogous to nature’s processes such as wind or 
seasonal change so Heijdens has introduced an 
unnatural connection between the action and the 
result. On falling, the projected leaves gather in 
drifts on the street and, like real leaves, respond to 
breezes and passing pedestrians. At the end of  each 
day Heijdens’s trees are denuded, but a drift of  
projected leaves illuminates the street below. It is a 
poetic analogy for nature’s cycles of  growth and 
decay and Heijdens calls the project ‘a fake forest 
revealing real nature’, also reminding us that little 
about the landscape of  his native Netherlands is 
natural, including the trees on the street.

The ‘Lightweeds’ projections are a more sophisti-
cated evolution of  the ‘Tree’ project. Heijdens 
retained sensors to record the weather conditions 
outside but here the projections take place indoors. 
Now, weed-like plants appear to grow up the walls, 
flower, pollinate and spread to new parts of  the 
building: another evocation of  nature’s cycles. He 
first installed it at a hospital in Rotterdam, where its 
context was ‘art therapy’, but the project has also 
been shown in a gallery context by Libby Sellers in 
London (2008), who described its effect as like ‘a 
visual lullaby – like sitting in an organic field all day 
long. Beautiful and peaceful’.4 As with ‘Tree’, the 
‘Lightweeds’ show signs of  growing rather indis-
criminately worldwide, the latest iteration being in 
Salt Lake City (2011). Critic Janice Blackburn 
imagined ‘the soothing influence it might have in 
my home – far more interesting than conventional 
wall coverings or the self-conscious artistic presence 
of  a video installation’.5 While she may be empha-
sizing the commercial and decorative potential of  
the project, and was predicting its impact as an 
element of  domestic interior design, Blackburn was 
not unaware of  Heijdens’s more philosophical 
intentions, inspired by George Perec’s book Species 
of  Spaces (1974) in which he wrote, ‘People have to 
forget there are walls but have found nothing better 
on which to hang up paintings. Paintings erase 
walls, but after a while the walls will kill the paint-
ing, for the painting becomes the wall. One has to 
either always change painting or wall’.6 With 
‘Lightweeds’, Heijdens reinvented the notion of  
framed picture, decorated wall, fixed image and 
solid surface. A third iteration, ‘Branches’, shown in 
London and Design Miami/Basel by Gallery Libby 
Sellers in 2010 (fig.63), creates on an indoor ceiling 
an impression of  dappled sunlight through a leafy 
canopy. Once again the motion of  the leaves and 
boughs is controlled by sensors outside the building, 
and evokes the real weather conditions. Heijdens 
claims all these projects are about dissolving the 
unnatural boundaries imposed by architecture, and 
letting back in the nature we have walled out. To an 
extent this holds true, but perhaps the trees, plants 
and leaves are too literal and figurative, and too 
synthetic, graphic and mathematical to capture 
nature as Heijdens wishes. If
his aim is to reveal nature, why not work more 
directly with botany or horticulture? Other digital 

designers have taken more abstract approaches to 
simulating nature, with more compelling results, for 
example the light work ‘Swarm’ by rAndom Inter-
national. Some museums have played pivotal roles 
in promoting and developing emerging design 
practice, not least the Museum Boijmans Van 
Beuningen in Rotterdam, which was quick to 
embrace the wealth of  local design talent. In 2009 
the museum gave over the redesign of  its front of  
house facilities to a team of  designers calling them-
selves ‘Haunting Dogs, Full of  Grace’, comprising 
Simon Heijdens, Ted Noten, Frank Bruggeman, 
Wieki Somers, Jurgen Bey and Bertjan Pot. Heijdens 
contributed an espresso bar (fig.64) and commented, 
‘Where the museum curates its art collection, the 
espresso bar curates its visitors’.7 He installed 
cameras above each table to capture text from any 
literature laid on them by visitors, and then 
converted this data into ever-changing disks of  text 
pattern projected on to the ceiling. In this way the 
museum’s visitors were able to affect the shape and 
content of  the work. They could even take it away 
as a souvenir, as fragments were also printed on 
their till receipts. The absence of  simulated nature 
does not reduce the impact of  this work, which in 
this case is site-specific and appropriate.
With ‘Shade’ (fig.62), installed on the windows of  
the Art Institute of  Chicago’s Modern Wing in 
2010, Heijdens abandoned figuration in favour of  
an abstract representation of  nature. Here, a 
responsive film applied to the window glass darkens 
segments of  a triangulated pattern in accordance 
with the stimulation received by wind and light 
sensors outside. This causes the light inside to be in 
constant flux and modulation. Abstracting, rather 
than simulating, nature appears to have liberated 
Heijdens’s practice.


